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Volume 0 (1981), Number 0 pp. 1–12 COMPUTER GRAPHICS forum

Reevaluating Reconstruction Filters for Path-Searching Tasks
in 3D

D. A. T. Roberts and I. Ivrissimtzis

School of Engineering and Computing Sciences, Durham University, UK

Abstract
In this paper we present an experiment on stereoscopic Direct Volume Rendering (DVR), aiming at understanding
the relationship between the choice of reconstruction filter and participant performance on tasks requiring spatial
understanding such as 3D path-searching. The focus of our study is on the impact on task performance of the
post-aliasing and smoothing produced by the reconstruction filters.
We evaluated five reconstruction filters, each under two different transfer functions and two different displays with
a wide range of behaviours in terms of post-aliasing and smoothing. We found that path-searching tasks commonly
found in the literature, and as the one we employed here, elicit bias in the responses which should be taken into
account when analysing the results. Our analysis, which employed both standard statistical tests and techniques
from signal detection theory, indicates that the choice of reconstruction filter affects some aspects of the spatial
understanding of the scene.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image
Generation—Display Algorithms, Viewing Algorithms I.4.8 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Scene
Analysis—Stereo, Depth Cues

1. Introduction

Compared to standard 2D displays, stereoscopic displays
can aid the understanding of complex 3D scenes and thus,
improve performance in tasks such as path-searching. While
the effectiveness of stereoscopic displays in aiding path-
searching tasks on 3D surface renderings is well-established
[WF96, WM05, HHL10], it was only recently that re-
searchers have started assessing their effectiveness with Di-
rect Volume Rendering (DVR). As a result, the relevant lit-
erature is sparse and the results inconclusive.

Assessing the effectiveness of stereoscopic displays with
images produced via DVR is a challenging task. Typically,
the rendered volumes have several characteristics such as
high transparencies, or overlapping spatial features, whose
effect on task performance is not immediately obvious. The
situation is further complicated by the multitude of param-
eters that have to be chosen prior to producing DVR im-
ages, including the choice of reconstruction filter and trans-
fer function.

Here, we focus on aliasing and blurring whose impact
on stereoscopic vision has already been established in non-

DVR contexts. For example, using stereoscopically dis-
played 3D surfaces, [Pfa00] showed aliasing to produce in-
consistent depth perceptions, while [CMHV10], using the
Frisby Stereo Test, showed that blurring degrades fine depth
perception. Thus, our initial expectation, partially only veri-
fied by the experiment, was that aliasing and blurring, which
are controlled by the DVR parameter settings and referred to
in this context as post-aliasing and smoothing, have a nega-
tive impact on DVRs too.

Our experiment is based on a path-searching task simi-
lar to those found in the literature for evaluating 3D sur-
face rendered stereoscopic scenes. We compare five DVR
reconstruction filters and two transfer functions in terms of
accuracy and response times when displayed stereoscopi-
cally and in 2D. The scene consists of a graph with spher-
ical nodes and cylindrical edges, with a certain amount of
added Perlin noise. The task is to specify whether two nodes,
highlighted with the colour red, are connected with a path of
length two or not. We seek to answer the following ques-
tions: 1) How does the opacity, controlled by the choice of
transfer function, relate to task performance? 2) How does
post-aliasing and smoothing, controlled by the choice of re-
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construction filter, relate to task performance? 3) How do the
results between stereoscopic and monoscopic displays com-
pare?

The analysis of the results showed that our experiment
was eliciting biased responses from the participants. More
specifically, a No answer was more likely than a Yes answer
with 63.14% of the responses in 3D and 56.58% of the re-
sponses in 2D being No answers. Such bias, which is com-
mon in Yes-No experiments, is not necessarily a negative
aspect. For example, a surgeon wanting to reduce unneces-
sary operations may have a preference towards saying no,
whereas when detecting a tumor may say yes more often.
However, as a result of the bias in our experiment, we found
that the standard statistical analysis of the overall accuracy
rates is inadequate and techniques from signal detection the-
ory, give insights that other techniques miss.

Our analysis shows that in 3D displays the choice of trans-
fer function has the greatest effect on task performance,
with the accuracy increasing with opacity. The overall ef-
fect of the choice of reconstruction filter on accuracy rates
was not strong, however, the choice of filters with large
amounts of post-aliasing had a strong effect in maximising
the number of correct rejections. Using signal detection the-
ory techniques, we also found that a choice of in-between
filters, which avoid large amounts of both post-aliasing and
smoothing, had a strong effect in maximising the ability of
the participants to discriminate between connected and not-
connected nodes. When the whole experiment was dupli-
cated in 2D we found that task performance was significantly
lower compared to 3D.

A first implication of the results is that if the maximisa-
tion of correct rejections is the primary concern, e.g. during
a process of selection by elimination, then filters with higher
post-aliasing should be preferred. On the other hand, if the
ability to discriminate between connected and not-connected
nodes is the primary concern, then filters with a better bal-
ance between post-aliasing and smoothing should be pre-
ferred. We note that this second observation stems from the
signal detection theory analysis and possibly due to the bias
in the data, does not translate into a strong effect of the re-
construction filter on the overall accuracy rates of the exper-
iment.

A second implication of the results of the paper is that,
unless experimental designs eliciting unbiased responses are
employed, such as m-Alternative Forced Choice (mAFC) ex-
periments, signal detection theory should be applied to mea-
sure the bias and then explicitly take it into account in the
analysis. Finally, if for any reason signal detection theory
cannot be the analytical tool of choice, the experimental re-
sults should nevertheless be presented in a way that bias can
be computed. In the case of a binary decision experiments
in particular, hits and correct rejections should be separately
reported, rather than just accuracy rates.

In summary, the main contributions of the paper are:

• A comprehensive experiment on task performance with
stereoscopic DVR, taking into account opacity on the one
hand and post-aliasing and smoothing on the other.

• A demonstration that bias should be taken into account in
the analysis of results of Yes-No path-searching experi-
ments.

• Evidence supporting the use of stereoscopic display of
DVR images over 2D for tasks requiring a high level of
spatial understanding.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section
2, we discuss the relevant literature. In Section 3, we present
the experimental setup. In Section 4, we analyse the results
which are then discussed in Section 5 and we briefly con-
clude in Section 6.

2. Background

2.1. Background to DVR

DVR uses volumetric data represented as the nodes of a 3D
grid lattice. The nodes store scalar values which can repre-
sent measurements of density, heat or some other quantity
computed via simulation. Due to the discrete nature of the
data, whilst rendering the volume there is often the need to
compute values between grid nodes. This can be described
by the equation [TBU00]:

f (x) = ∑
k∈Z3

fkϕ(x− k) x ∈ R3 (1)

That is, the value at position x is a linear combination of
the values fk of some nodes with the weights given by the
reconstruction filter ϕ.

Provided that the sampled volume data is band-limited,
the sinc function can be used for perfect reconstruction.
There are however considerations that usually make this in-
feasible in practice. Firstly, the band-limited requirement
might not be satisfied due to high frequencies in the origi-
nal stimulus, or limited resolutions of the scanning devices.
Secondly, the sinc function has unbounded support in the
spatial domain. It is therefore customary to use finite sup-
port reconstruction filters approximating the ideal sinc filter.

Due to the differences between the ideal filter and
bounded support filters, artefacts are introduced into the re-
constructed data. These reconstruction artefacts can be cat-
egorised as post-aliasing, smoothing and ringing [MN88,
ML94]. In an image, post-aliasing visually manifests as jag-
gies or staircase artefacts, smoothing as the blurring of fine
details, while ringing is displayed as oscillations between
high and low intensities centred around sharp edges in the
data. For illustration, Figure 1 shows a DVR image of a
blood vessel data set, Figure 4(k) shows a zoomed in sec-
tion with high amount of smoothing typical of the B-spline
filter, while Figure 4(o) shows a zoomed in section with spu-
rious edges typical of the high post-aliasing of the Welch
windowed sinc filter.

c© 2016 The Author(s)
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Figure 1: DVR image of a blood vessel data set.

2.2. Evaluations of Stereoscopic Volume Rendering

A number of studies have concluded that stereoscopy can
assist in certain tasks with DVR that require spatial under-
standing, however the results are not unanimous or consis-
tent.

When comparing the depth of two vessels in angiogra-
phy data sets like the one in Figure 1, Ropinski reported
that participants who were inexperienced with stereoscopic
displays produced increased error rates and response times
when compared to monoscopic depth cues [RSH06]. Sim-
ilarly, for a similar task performed by novices and experts
Kersten reports that enhanced monoscopic depth cues were
capable of producing better results than stereo [KOCC14].
In [CWD∗14] in contrast, for depth discrimination tasks us-
ing simulated angiography-like data sets stereoscopic dis-
plays proved more effective in most cases against 2D dis-
plays. Recently, [ABKP15] investigated methods to enhance
MR angiography images by combining contour enhance-
ment with stereopsis for DVR. Using a relative depth task
it was found that whilst stereopsis improved accuracy, it was
most effective when combined with contour enhancement.

Purely absorptive volume rendering has also been evalu-
ated when combined with the kinetic depth effect in stereo-
scopic and monoscopic conditions [KSTE06]. Stereoscopic
displays were found to improve the ability of users to de-
termine which direction a volume rendered cylinder was
rotating. Similar results for the same task were found in
a later study with multi-view auto-stereoscopic displays
[ABG∗09].

Further conflicting results have been reported when par-
ticipants have been required to determine the relative depth

of volume rendered translucent cylinders. An initial study
reported that stereo display of the cylinders is beneficial for
this type of task [CDW∗12]. However, in a similar study
with cylinders combined in a computed tomography data set,
stereoscopy was found to have no significant effect for cor-
rect depth discrimination [EJH∗13].

Even within the same study the results of tasks for stereo-
scopic volume rendering are not consistent. In an early in-
vestigation of volume rendering with stereoscopy, Hubbold
found that when users were required to determine which
sphere from a set of three was nearest, stereo only improved
the results when the spheres were contained within a semi-
transparent shell [HHM97]. A recent study [LSSB12] eval-
uating a range of quantitative tasks for volume rendering
with different immersive display setups found that complex
search tasks benefited from higher levels of immersion. Yet
when slicing the data sets a decrease in performance was
found when stereoscopic displays were used. The follow-up
study found that different display modalities benefit different
volume rendering styles [LBS14].

When producing stereoscopic images there is a large num-
ber of parameters affecting the image properties. These in-
clude camera separation, camera model, viewing distance,
as well as hardware properties of individual stereoscopic dis-
plays. In DVR, there is a further set of considerations includ-
ing transfer function, sampling rate, reconstruction filter and
data set resolution. The variation of the results found in the
literature may reflect the large number of parameters used
in the studies. A study on reconstruction filters in DVR with
stereoscopic displays has found that the choice of filter alone
can have an impact on a spatial search task [RIH14], but it
is not clear which properties of the filters correlate with task
performance, or what impact more realistic data sets would
have on the task.

As an alternative to stereoscopic DVR, other studies at-
tempt to improve depth perception with DVR via the use
of monocular depth cues. These include using the depth of
field by blurring specific features in the scene [RMSD∗08,
GS13] and the use of local and global illumination mod-
els [RMSD∗08,RDRS10,LR11]. Other additions include the
use of feature halos surrounding regions of interest in the
volume [SE03, BG07] and using the kinetic depth effect to
assist in the understanding of structure [KSTE06,BBD∗09].
However, unlike using stereoscopic displays, each of these
methods change the visual appearance of the volume and al-
though they can increase the perception of depth, details in
the scene can be obscured.

2.3. Tasks used to Evaluate DVR

There are several considerations related to the choice of the
task involved in the experimental testing of volume render-
ing. First, the type of volumetric data to use, either real or
simulated can have a large impact on the experiment. A large
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source of volumetric data is from the medical domain and as
such the majority of evaluations of depth perception with
DVR use either real medical data sets, or simulated data
sets that have properties similar to data produced by med-
ical scanners. Real data sets often have characteristics that
can be difficult to reproduce in simulated data sets, there-
fore certain studies have primarily used these. In prior eval-
uations that have used real angiography data sets, a com-
mon task is to differentiate the depth of two blood ves-
sels [RSH06, KOCC14] or for other types of data to de-
termine which highlighted feature of the volume is near-
est [GS13, LR11]. Other tasks using real data sets involve
asking users to determine the direction a volume is fac-
ing [DV10], or using a Likert scale to subjectively evaluate
DVR images [MSRH08].

Alternatively, simulated data sets can allow for a greater
amount of control on the difficulty level of the task, as
well as being able to control the artefacts in the images
used. A relatively common task found in the literature is
to use a large Perlin noise filled cylinder and then having
participants determine which direction the cylinder is rotat-
ing [BBD∗09, KSTE06, ABG∗09]. Whilst the use of noise
simulates some properties of real data sets, the use of a sin-
gle large cylinder is abstract. By using multiple overlapping
cylinders a more realistic data set can be produced remi-
niscent of blood vessels, in which case participants are re-
quired to determine the correct depth ordering of the cylin-
ders [CWD∗14, BBD∗09].

For this study we use a path-searching task with simu-
lated volume rendered data sets. Such tasks are becoming a
standard for evaluating high fidelity displays [WF96,WM05,
CCAL12, HHL10], as well as seeing use within the medi-
cal field [ABG∗09,vSvDZS∗10] and studies of underground
cave systems [RKSB13]. Despite this, spatial understanding
tasks are not yet in common use for DVR evaluations.

2.4. Signal Detection Theory

The path-searching experiment reported in this study can be
classified as a Yes-No experiment. Historically the analy-
sis of such experiments have been limited to the statistical
analysis of raw accuracy results and in some cases response
times of each participant. By applying techniques from Sig-
nal Detection Theory [MD04], a wider range of analysis can
be performed, providing a different insight into the results
gathered. In particular, different types of errors can be eval-
uated, as well as the sensitivity and bias of the participants,
providing a more finer analysis of the results than statistical
analysis of raw accuracy alone.

Signal Detection Theory originated as a method of
analysing experiments where auditory or visual stimuli have
to be distinguished from some background noise. Since this
initial use, it has been applied to the analysis of memory
tasks, cognition as well as tasks within the medical domain
[ABKP15].

Figure 2: Example of a test graph image with 30 nodes. The
two highlighted nodes are connected by a path of two.

3. Experimental Methodology

3.1. Path-Searching Task Description

In each image presented to the participants a direct volume
rendered graph is displayed. The task of the participant is
to determine whether two highlighted nodes in the graph
are connected by a path of two. Each trial is set so that the
chance of the nodes being connected by a path of two is 50%.
The ‘y’ key on the keyboard is used for the participant to in-
dicate there is a path of two where as the ‘n’ key is used to
indicate they cannot see a path.

The structural layout of the graph follows that of [WF96,
HHL10]. The number of nodes in all trials was set to 90 and
they were evenly divided into three sets, two leaf sets and a
single set of intermediate nodes. When viewed stereoscop-
ically, the intermediate nodes were displayed on the zero-
disparity plane without depth, the first leaf group was dis-
played at 50mm in front of the display and the second leaf
group at 50mm behind the display. In the 2D experiment, all
nodes were displayed without depth on the screen plane. The
x and y coordinates were randomly distributed.

The chosen path-searching task is similar to the search
for aneurisms in real-life angiography data sets. Both of the
tasks require a high-degree of spatial understanding and re-
quire the observers to understand the layouts of the scene
[GS13,RSH06]. For illustration, an example test image with
only 30 nodes is shown in Figure 2.

3.2. Stimulus Generation

The graph data sets were generated using the voxelisation
package vxtrl [NDS10] with resolution 256× 256× 256.

c© 2016 The Author(s)
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In order to produce images that are representative of blood
vessel data sets, two features have been used. The first is
that the lines connecting the nodes in the graph have been
randomly assigned a diameter from the choice of [0.0015,
0.003, 0.006], where the size of the scene in normalized co-
ordinates is [0, 1]. These diameters represent fine, medium
and thick blood vessels.

Secondly, volumes generated via medical scanners and
other devices often exhibit some form of noise, for example
in volumes created using ultrasound scanners this is a pri-
mary cause of concern. In order to simulate this property the
generated graph volumes are modulated by a texture with
resolution (256× 256× 256). Each point in the texture is
given a value according to the Perlin noise function, with
the parameters controlling the frequency and harmonics of
the noise chosen as a = b = 2. By modulating the generated
graphs with the noise the produced volumes have an irregu-
larity that approximates those of natural data sets.

3.3. Reconstruction Filters to be Evaluated

The five reconstruction filters to be evaluated were chosen
for their wide range in the amount of smoothing and post-
aliasing they introduce, as well as being in common usage in
DVR. In order to quantitatively assess the amount of smooth-
ing and post-aliasing each filter exhibits, the frequency do-
main metrics of Marschner and Lobb were used [ML94].

There, smoothing is assessed by measuring the energy the
filter extrudes in the pass-band:

S(h) = 1− 1
|RN |

∫
RN

|ĥ|2dV (2)

where h is the filter to be measured, ĥ is the frequency do-
main representation of h, RN is the Nyquist region and |RN |
is the volume of RN . Post-aliasing is assessed by measuring
the energy the filter extrudes in the stop-band:

P(h) =
1
|RN |

∫
RN

|ĥ|2dV (3)

where RN is the complement of RN .

The trilinear interpolation scheme is the simplest and
most common filter capable of recreating a continuous func-
tion. It produces images of acceptable quality and as it is im-
plemented in hardware in GPUs it has become the defacto
standard reconstruction filter for DVR. The Catmull-Rom
spline satisfies the interpolation constraint whilst balancing
smoothing and aliasing. The cubic B-spline is an approx-
imating filter exhibiting minimal post-aliasing at the cost
of significant smoothing. Due to this it is used primarily in
DVR when there is a large amount of noise present. Derived
from the approximating B-spline filter via the use of gener-
alized interpolation [BTU99], the interpolating B-spline has
a higher degree of smoothing and greater accuracy than the
trilinear and Catmull-Rom filters whilst satisfying the inter-
polation constraint.

The choice of the last filter is motivated by the desire to
test a reconstruction filter that exhibits high post-aliasing
with minimal smoothing. A number of choices are avail-
able that include the pass-band optimal filters of [Car93]
as well as the premultiplied cubic filters of [Csé08]. Such
filters are however not in common usage in DVR. Instead,
much research has gone into the study of windowed-sinc fil-
ters whereby a finite window with some radius is applied to
the ideal sinc reconstruction filter to produce a more practi-
cal filter. By choosing an appropriate window function and
radius a considerable degree of control over the frequency
domain artefacts can be exercised. The Welch window func-
tion is defined as:

Welchτ(x) =

{
1− (

|x|
τ
) |x| ≤ τ

0 otherwise
(4)

where τ is the radius of the window and for the purposes of
this experiment is set to 4. This produces a reconstruction
filter that has low smoothing, less than that of the interpolat-
ing B-spline, whilst exhibiting significant post-aliasing. The
smoothing and post-aliasing properties of each reconstruc-
tion filter according to the Marschner and Lobb metrics are
shown in Figure 3. Zoomed in images of the graph stimulus
used for the experiment generated with the different recon-
struction filters are shown in Figure 4.

For each reconstruction filter in the experiment, two trans-
fer functions have been used to produce two test images that
are typical of DVR. The first produces semi-transparent ren-
derings with a white colour value of 0.35 and an increas-
ing linear opacity of 0− 0.6. The second transfer function
has the same colour settings and a step function with 0.95
at non-zero values for opacity, producing more opaque im-
ages. The choice of transfer functions is motivated by two
common styles of volume rendering. Semi-transparent ren-
dering is typically used in DVR to allow multiple layers to
be visible, while in iso-surface rendering the surfaces of in-
terest are made opaque. To be able to compare the effects
of the reconstruction filter and transfer function on different
display methods the experiment has been performed twice-
once in 3D and once when presented in 2D.

3.4. Equipment and Viewing Conditions

A True3DI 24” HD-SDI monitor with a resolution of 1920×
1200 pixels for each eye and a refresh rate of 60Hz was
used to display the images for the experiment. Participants
were required to wear linear polarized glasses during both
the 3D and 2D experiments and were placed at a distance of
60cm from the display. Light levels were kept consistently
low throughout the experiments. Figure 5 shows a partici-
pant taking part in the experiment.

3.5. Participant Selection

In total 60 participants were recruited to take part with 30
performing the experiment in 3D and 30 in 2D with a small
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Figure 3: Marschner and Lobb metrics for the reconstruc-
tion filters of the experiment. Higher values indicate an in-
creased presence of smoothing/post-aliasing.

overlap between the two sets. There were 31 women and
29 men with ages ranging from 18− 39 and a mean age of
20.75. Each participant was paid £7.50 to take part in the
experiment. All participants were screened for vision using
the Bailey and Snellen chart and for stereo-vision using the
Titmus fly stereo test. All participants were informed that
accuracy and response time would be recorded during the
task. Whilst some of the participants had experience with
stereoscopic displays, they were unfamiliar with the DVR
image generation process and had minimal knowledge of re-
construction filters.

The use of novices follows that of similar evaluations of
volume data sets [LSSB12,LBS14]. Apart from the difficulty
in obtaining a significant number of domain experts in vol-
ume data, their prior knowledge can obfuscate the results.
On the other hand, search tasks have been identified as being
relevant to domain experts whilst not requiring specialised
knowledge [LBS14].

3.6. Procedure

Prior to taking part in the full experiment, participants were
required to perform a trial test using graphs with a reduced
difficulty level containing only 30 nodes for training pur-
poses. The trial test contained six images with three images
containing a path of two and three not. In both the 3D and
2D experiments there were five trials for each reconstruc-
tion filter per the two transfer functions leading to a total of
ten trials. Each trial contained twelve images, after which
there was a short break to reduce the risk of fatigue. A Latin
Square design was used to determine the exact ordering of
the trials.

Table 1: Summary of results. TF and Rec denote transfer
function and reconstruction filter, respectively. Asterisks de-
note significant p-values, p < 0.05.

3D 2D
Condition Acc RT Acc RT

Overall

TF 0.010* 0.369 0.038* 0.064
Rec 0.576 0.451 0.893 0.915
TF x Rec 0.576 0.451 0.017* 0.758

Hits (True-Positive)

TF 0.183 0.623 0.681 0.160
Rec 0.906 0.180 0.928 0.543
TF x Rec 0.451 0.215 0.052 0.476

Misses (False-Negative)

TF - 0.450 - 0.975
Rec - 0.046* - 0.018*
TFx Rec - 0.841 - 0.260

Correct Rejections (True-Negative)

TF 0.002* 0.646 0.020* 0.132
Rec 0.621 0.485 0.234 0.894
TF x Rec 0.022* 0.337 0.079 0.904

False-Alarms (False-positive)

TF - 0.112 - 0.352
Rec - 0.457 - 0.100
TF x Rec - 0.766 - 0.229

3.7. Hypotheses

Based on the findings of the prior work, as discussed in Sec-
tion 2.2, our initial hypotheses were:

• Reconstruction filters that exhibit extremes of either blur-
ring or aliasing will display lower overall accuracy rates.

• The accuracy rates will be higher in 3D than in 2D.
• The transfer function with high opacity will display higher

task performance

4. Results

Section 4.1 presents the results of a standard set of statistical
tests run over the overall accuracy rates and response times
recorded in the experiments. As the bias in the responses
is not taken into account, the findings are relatively weak. In
Section 4.2 we categorise the results into hits, misses, correct
rejections and false alarms and run the same statistical tests
on each category. Complementing this approach, in Section
4.3 we analyse the results with techniques from Signal De-
tection Theory, determining participant sensitivity and quan-
tifying the participant bias.

c© 2016 The Author(s)
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(a) B-spline (b) Catmull-Rom (c) Interpolating B-spline (d) Trilinear (e) Welch Sinc

(f) B-spline (g) Catmull-Rom (h) Interpolating B-spline (i) Trilinear (j) Welch Sinc

(k) B-spline (l) Catmull-Rom (m) Interpolating B-spline (n) Trilinear (o) Welch Sinc

Figure 4: Zoomed in view of the graph stimulus and blood vessel data set with different reconstruction schemes. Figures a-e
have been generated with the semi-transparent function, Figures f-j have been generated with the opaque transfer function.

Figure 5: Picture of a participant performing the experiment

4.1. Overall Accuracy and Response Time

First, the accuracy rates and response times of the 2D and 3D
experiments are analysed separately, applying a two-way re-
peated measures of analysis of variance (ANOVAs) for the
within subjects variables of transfer function and reconstruc-
tion filter. Next, the combined results of the experiments,
are analysed with a one-way ANOVA and any significant
p-values are discussed at the end of the relevant subsections.
Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity was used to test for sphericity
with the Greenhouse-Geisser correction being applied when
required.

In the two-way ANOVA, the reconstruction filter and
transfer function, classified as either semi-transparent or
opaque, were the independent variables and the accuracy and
response times were dependent variables. The p-values are
summarised in Table 1. For each condition, means and stan-
dard deviations for the correct responses are shown in Figure
6(a) and for the response times in Figure 6(b).

In both 2D and 3D, the transfer function had an effect
on accuracy. In 3D, statistical significance was found with
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Figure 6: Overall task performance with standard errors.

F(1,29) = 7.657, p = 0.010, partial η
2 = 0.209. The ac-

curacy increased from semi-transparent (8.033± 0.191) to
opaque rendering (8.573± 0.177). In 2D statistical signif-
icance was found with F(1,29) = 4.741, p = 0.038 par-
tial η

2 = 0.141. Again, accuracy increased from semi-
transparent (6.787 ± 0.155) to opaque (7.187 ± 0.137).
There were no significant effects on response time.

The one-way ANOVA of the display variable showed
that participants performed better in 3D than in 2D with
F(1,29) = 43.288, p < 0.001, partial η

2 = 0.599 increas-
ing from 2D (6.987±0.114) to 3D (8.303±0.156).

4.2. Hits and Correct Rejections

The results of the experiment can be classified into four
categories. Using signal detection theory terminology, the
four categories are ‘Hits’, ‘Misses’, ‘Correct Rejections’ and
‘False-Alarms’. These correspond to True-Positives, False-
Negatives, True-Negatives and False-Positives respectively.
The means and standard deviations of the accuracy rates can
be seen in Figure 7. Only the Hits and Correct Rejections are
given as the Miss and False-Alarm rates can be calculated as
(50%-Hits) and (50%-Correct Rejections).

4.2.1. Categorised accuracy

No statistical significance was found for either transfer func-
tion or reconstruction filter on the number of hits in the 2D
or 3D experiments.

Regarding correct rejections, there was no effect in
the 2D experiment, however, in 3D the transfer function
was found to have a significant effect. The results were
F(1,29) = 11.581, p = 0.002, partial η

2 = 0.285. The in-
crease was 0.333, going from semi-transparent rendering

with the mean accuracy of (4.733± 0.150) to opaque with
accuracy (5.107±0.130).

A further significant effect was found when assessing the
interactions between the transfer function and the recon-
struction filter on the correct rejection rate. Statistical sig-
nificance was found with F(4,116) = 2.985, p = 0.022,
partial η

2 = 0.093. Following this, simple main effects
were run. Accuracy was significantly different between the
semi-transparent rendering (4.600±0.218) compared to the
opaque rendering (5.367± 0.169) for the B-spline approx-
imation filter, F(1,29) = 15.326, p = 0.01, partial η

2 =
0.346.

The display had no significant effect on the number of
Hits, however, it had a significant effect on the correct rejec-
tions with F(1,29) = 26.464, p < 0.001, partial η

2 = 0.477
increasing from 2D (3.887±0.131) to 3D (4.940±0.131).

4.2.2. Response Time

Statistical significance was found only on the response times
of the misses. In 3D, statistical significance was found with
F(3.126,215.668) = 2.681, p = 0.046, partial η

2 = 0.037.
Post-hoc analysis revealed that there was no significant dif-
ferences between individual pairs of reconstruction filters.
In 2D, the reconstruction filter was also found to have a sig-
nificant effect on misses with F(2.599,111.760) = 3.720,
p = 0.018, partial η

2 = 0.103. Post-hoc analysis revealed no
significant pair-wise interactions.

4.3. Signal Detection Theory Analysis

4.3.1. Sensitivity Measure

From the accuracy scores obtained, the sensitivity mea-
sure for each participant was calculated. A high sensitiv-
ity means that participants had a good ability to detect the
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Figure 7: Categorised accuracy rates with standard errors.

path, whereas a low sensitivity value means poor ability.
The d′ measure used to calculate the sensitivity, is defined
as [MD04]:

d′ = z(H)− z(F) (5)

where H is the conditional probability of a hit and F is the
conditional probability of a false-alarm. z(H) and z(F) con-
vert the hit and false-alarm probability rates to z-scores that
are standard deviation units and have a range of [0,4.653].
Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b) show boxplots for d′ for semi-
transparent and opaque renderings, respectively.

In 3D, the transfer function had a significant effect on sen-
sitivity with the results being F(1,29) = 4.650, p = 0.039,
partial η

2 = 0.138. Further significance was found when
analysing interactions between the independent variables.
The results of the ANOVA were F(4,116) = 2.487, p =
0.047, partial η

2 = 0.079 and following this simple main
effects were run. Significant results were found for the B-
spline filter between semi-transparent rendering (0.879±
0.113) compared to the opaque rendering (1.252± 0.111)
with F(1,29) = 9.034, p = 0.005, partial η

2 = 0.238. Sig-
nificance was also found for the Welch windowed sinc fil-
ter between semi-transparent rendering (0.935±0.121) and
opaque (1.272± 0.137) with F(1,29) = 5.046, p = 0.032,
partial η

2 = 0.148.

The display had a significant effect on sensitivity with
F(1,29) = 42.216, p < 0.001, partial η

2 = 0.593 increas-
ing from 2D (0.731±0.026) to 3D (1.150±0.059).

4.3.2. Bias Response Measure

There was an overall preference towards a participant de-
ciding that there is no connection between two nodes with
the mean of No answers being 59.862%. The response bias

can be measured using the Criterion Location measurement,
defined in [MD04] as:

c =−1
2
[z(H)+ z(F)] (6)

where H, F and z are as Equation 5 and the range of c is
±2.325. A value of 0 is the neutral point and reflects an ideal
participant who prefers neither response. A negative value
reflects a liberal participant who is more likely to say yes.
A positive value reflects a conservative participant who is
more likely to err towards saying no. Figure 9(a) and Figure
9(b) show the boxplots for c for semi-transparent and opaque
renderings respectively.

Only the display had a significant effect on bias, with the
bias response measure increasing from 2D (0.191± 0.052)
to 3D (0.371± 0.042) with F(1,29) = 7.670, p = 0.010,
partial η

2 = 0.209.

5. Discussion

5.1. Overall Accuracy and Response Time

Firstly, we discuss the overall results and compare to other
studies. Due to other studies only reporting the overall accu-
racy and not hits or correct rejections, we are limited to just
comparing findings on overall accuracy values and response
times.

In 3D, the average accuracy rate of 69.195% is below
that of similar, but not DVR, path-searching experiments
with comparable complexities with approximately 85% be-
ing reported in [WF96], 90% in [WM05] and more recently
88.245% in [HHL10]. The results are however within the
range of depth discrimination tasks using stereoscopic DVR
with angiography-like datasets. [CWD∗14] reports 67.59%,
[RSH06] reports approximately 72% and [KOCC14] reports
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Figure 8: Sensitivity measure for both transfer functions used.
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Figure 9: Bias response measures.

64.8%. The differences suggest that surface-base render-
ings, as used in the previous path-searching tasks, produce
less ambiguity and therefore the use of low opacity must
be carefully considered when using DVR. This result fol-
lows that of [JEH03] where stereoscopic displays combined
with transparent surfaces led to ambiguous depth perception
when viewing anatomical data. It also provides evidence for
the results of [LBS14] where opaque iso-surface rendering
was found to benefit from stereoscopic displays, further con-
firming our hypothesis on opacity.

Contrary to the hypothesis, and previous research [RIH14,
MN88], the choice of reconstruction filter was found to not
have any impact on raw task accuracy for path-searching
tasks. Instead, we find a more complex relationship between
smoothing and post-aliasing on the one hand and participant

responses on the other. We suggest that the differences be-
tween the results found in this experiment and the earlier ex-
periment can be attributed to the introduction of noise and
randomised line diameters used when generating the data
sets. This may have impacted the geometry of the volume
data, in particular the shape compactness of the rendered
images, which has been shown to be correlated with the per-
ceived quality of depth [RI16].

Regarding the display, we found that there was a higher
task accuracy when the stimulus was presented stereoscop-
ically. That aligns well with results from previous studies
[KSTE06, CWD∗14, LSSB12].
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5.2. Hits and Correct Rejections

While the transfer function had a significant effect on correct
rejections, increasing with opacity for both 2D and 3D, there
was no significant effect on hits.

In 3D, an interaction effect was found between the trans-
fer function and the reconstruction filter on correct re-
jections for the B-spline and interpolating B-spline filters
with low accuracy values found when combined with semi-
transparent rendering. According to the Marschner and Lobb
metrics, the filters have considerably different smoothing
properties, yet their degrees of post-aliasing is comparable.
It may then be suggested that low post-aliasing combined
with semi-transparent rendering can lead to a decrease in the
accuracy when assessing if two nodes are not connected.

Regarding the display, we found a significant effect on
correct rejections but not on hits, meaning that the overall
higher accuracy rates of the 3D display can be attributed to
the higher number of correct rejections. In turn, the higher
number of correct rejections in 3D can be partially attributed
to the higher bias, that is, to the higher number of No answers
given by the participants.

5.3. Signal Detection Theory

When analysing the sensitivity of participants to finding a
path the opaque transfer function produced the highest sen-
sitivity values. In 3D an interaction effect was also found
between the transfer function and the reconstruction filter
with the B-spline and Welch windowed sinc filters produc-
ing the lowest sensitivity values. From the frequency domain
metrics, the B-spline has the highest smoothing and Welch
windowed sinc has the highest post-aliasing property. From
this we can suggest that the sensitivity of participants to be-
ing able to detect the presence of a path is lowest when there
is either a high amount of smoothing or post-aliasing.

From the bias response measure it was found that in 3D
the reconstruction filter had a weak effect with the interpo-
lating B-spline producing the least conservative participants
and the B-spline producing the most conservative responses.
From Figure 6 we can see that the B-spline filter has a con-
siderable amount of smoothing but similar post-aliasing to
the interpolating B-spline filter. We can therefore suggest
that a filter that exhibits a large amount of smoothing with
minimal post-aliasing may make participants more likely to
be conservative for this type of task.

Regarding the display, we found that it had a significant
effect on both sensitivity and bias. Notice that the simulta-
neous increase of overall accuracy, sensitivity and bias is
a well understood phenomenon related to the shape of the
ROC curves the participants operate on, see [MD04].

6. Conclusion

This study evaluated the effect of five reconstruction filters
and two transfer functions on a path-searching task with
stereoscopic and monoscopic DVR. We found that there was
a considerable amount of conservative bias in the responses
of the participants, which then was taken into account in the
further analysis of the results.

One of the limitations of the experiments presented here
is that for each condition they support the computation of
one only point on the ROC curve of the average participant.
In the future, we plan a repetition of the two experiments,
this time asking the participants to rate their confidence on
each Yes-No answer they give. Methods from signal detec-
tion theory will then be used to process this additional con-
fidence information to obtain multiple points on each ROC
curve.

In the future, we plan a meta-analysis of previously pub-
lished papers on the effect of stereoscopic visualisation on
path-searching tasks. Even though the experimental results
of such path-searching tasks are customarily reported in a
way that makes bias computations impossible, nevertheless,
approximations of the most common sensitivity measure d′

are possible [MD04] and could yield new interesting insights
to their results.
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